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Growth shape of nano-alloys 
Some physical and chemical properties of bulk materials are driven by their shapes 

together at macro or nano-scales [BRU98]. So, it is important to control their shapes in order 
to act on their properties. Those of 3D crystals are intrinsically related to their atomic 
structures and surface energies. In order to be able to change their shapes we generally force 
the system by using an external support. 

With regard to low dimensional systems, these supports are crystalline surfaces which 
act as templates imposing their symmetries to the small growing crystallites (nanoparticles or 
bidimensional islands). These ones are obtained by evaporation under ultra-high vacuum 
conditions of bulk material on the surface of a dedicated crystal, the so-called substrate. It is 
then possible to monitor their growing shape and/or equilibrium shape by modifying various 
parameters such as: temperature, compositions (for alloys) or elaboration conditions, 
etc…The state of the art is the atomic mixing of 3D immiscible elements, and in some rare 
case the creation of organized structures (Fig. 1, Au2Fe stabilized by magnetism) [MEH10].  
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The first part of the internship (followed by a thesis) will be the study of peculiar 
bimetallic nano-alloys AB/C thanks to scanning tunnelling microscopy coupled to standard 
surface preparation and characterization tools. Some preliminary results have been obtained 
with the AgCu/Ni(100) system (Fig. 2, double Janus of Ag@CuNi) [ECO30]. Then, limiting 
factors such as finite size effects and kinetic blocking will be studied. The second part will be 
devoted to the analyse and the determination of the underlying driving forces (relative 
chemical and stress contributions) with the help of theoretician collaborators from Orsay 
University (SP2M-ICMMO laboratory: KMC and Dynamic Molecular simulation).  

Techniques in use: scanning tunnelling microscopy, low energy electron diffraction, 
Auger electron spectroscopy, grazing incidence X-Ray Diffraction. 

References: BRU98 (Nature 394, 451-453 30 July 1998). MEH10 (Phys. Rev. Lett. 
105, 056101, 28 July 2010). ECO30 ( ECOSS30, 2014 septembre, Antalya). 
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